
Towards the Real New World Order

Description

Thirty years ago George Bush Senior, the blood of untold numbers of dead Iraqi civilians and children
on his conscience, was the first to popularise the term ‘the New World Order’. No doubt he got his
inspiration from looking at the slogan on a dollar bill (after all, where else would a man like that get his
inspiration from?). The phrase in Bush’s meaning has over the last 30 years been completely
discredited. Yugoslavia? Iraq? Syria? Afghanistan? Now we are talking about a real ‘New World
Order’. This is being fought for in the Ukraine and in world political and economic fora at this very
moment. And its ideological and military leader is the Russian Federation, the only country with the
guts to lead the real New World Order. This will be to its credit for as long as the world lasts.

Although the Saker has given an excellent answer, I would give my own, which is a summary of his.
This is: A Russian defeat at the hands of the ‘Combined West’ would mean the end of the world and
therefore no New World Order. Fear not, since Russia is not about to be defeated, the world is not
going to end just yet and there is going to be, and there already is, a New World Order.

Let us be frank, the Combined West has attacked Russia again and again in history. Many do not know
that the Teutonic Knights in the thirteenth century were international, pan-Western. The Napoleonic
Invasion of 1812 was carried out by twelve Western nationalities. The Crimean War, i. e., the 1854
Invasion of Russia, was carried out by the French, the British, the Ottomans and the Sardinians.

As for the Austro-Hungarian Army and the Kaiser’s Army in 1914, that too was an effort of the
Combined West, and if it had not been for the Revolution, Russia would have taken Vienna and Berlin
later in 1917. And Hitler’s invasion 27 years later was equally multinational. And such is the case
today, with the Kiev regime’s mercenary army, armed by multinational NATO.

Talks

Today the US mentors of the Kiev regime are desperate for peace talks to begin. Peace could have
been had at any time between February 2014 and April 2022. The US did not want it then and did not
allow it then, so now they will have to pay the price. The US elite knows that they are about to lose big
time. This is their last chance and the last chance for the former Ukraine – for that is what we are
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talking about now. Like so many, these Americans have big mouths, but when it comes to it, it is all just
hot air. And although Russia is talking at the US request in order to keep channels open, it is ignoring
ridiculous American demands.

Today Russia has no reason to talk. It is successfully fighting against and so demilitarising NATO in
the Ukraine. Everybody knows it. However, we are also at a dangerous moment because the US is
losing control of its puppets. Just as it promoted Hussein in Iraq or Bin Laden in Afghanistan, ISIS in
Syria and any number of Latin American gangster-puppets and then lost control of them because they
refused to behave as puppets, so they risk losing control now. The lickspittle Kiev regime and its allies
in Poland, the Baltics and even in the UK (there they have been singing even pop songs with an
American accent for over sixty years) are being more American than the Americans. The pupil is worse
than the teacher.

The recent provocation of a Ukrainian missile landing in Poland and the Poles and Latvians claiming it
was Russian is an example, The Americans refused to fall for it. Before that the threat of a dirty bomb
being prepared by the Kiev regime was another example. Alarmed, the Americans stopped that
nonsense. The UK’s anti-German destruction of the Nordstream pipeline was yet another example.
The culprit was covered up, just as the Americans covered up the culprits of MH-17. In Kiev, Warsaw,
the Baltics and in London, they should remember what the Americans did to Hussein and Bin Laden.
They are quite capable of doing the same again, pulling the plug on them all. After all, people died all
the time. And yet these people do not know when to stop. Where does this problem come from?

Self-Delusion

One of the problems of the contemporary US/Western system is that it is based almost wholly on
‘Psyops’, that is to say on PR, that is to say, on what used to be called propaganda, which then
became ‘spin’, and then ‘fake news’. Of course, all these are just words for lies. However, the problem
with all these lies is that they are so persuasive that the perpetrators actually begin to believe in them
themselves. They zombify themselves. They delude themselves.

This is why the contemporary Western elites are suffused with infantilism. As soon as you contradict
their lies with solid evidence, they behave like spoilt children and throw their toys out of their pram. But
suppose those toys are nuclear? God forbid that anyone should give the kids in Kiev or Warsaw or the
Baltics or London control of nuclear toys. (Yes, London does have them, but they do not control them).

The problem with spoilt children is that if you contradict them, they will ‘cancel’ you. As the Americans
say: ‘The difference between men and boys (here they mean infantile American men) is the size and
cost of their toys’. Thus, the woke West would never impose ‘censorship’. Instead, it imposes ‘editorial
control’. Western media are nothing if not State mouthpieces.

In France, for instance, as in so many Western countries, after Presidential elections, the news
presenters mysteriously tend to change and new journalists come to the fore. The reason? In central
Paris the President has at his disposal 500 apartments, which he can give rent-free to his ‘friends’,
though only so long as….. Presstitutes indeed. As for the UK, everyone knows that the BBC is part and
parcel of the British Establishment, peopled with MI5 and MI6 assets, and fully dependent on the
income awarded it by the British State. If you don’t behave, …..
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On Lessons of History

Some may object: ‘But what about history? Can’t we learn from the mistakes of history? After all history
never repeats itself’. Such people are naïve. Unfortunately, history does repeat itself and constantly.
The first reason for this is that geography does not change. For example, Russia will always be a
Eurasian power, in the same position. It will not move to South America or New Zealand. The second
reason why history repeats itself is because of human stupidity. Did Hitler learn about the Russian
winter in 1941 from Napoleon’s experience in 1812? Did the American Empire’s invasion of
Afghanistan learn from the British Empire’s invasion of Afghanistan? Why not? Sheer stupidity, brought
on by the blindness of hubris. ‘I am not like them, I am intelligent, I will not do the same thing again’.
Here below is another lesson to learn from.

President Putin has been compared to Peter the Great. At the turn of the eighteenth century Peter
broke a window through to Europe and so modernised Russia, so that it could compete with and
defend itself from Europe. I can see the point in the comparison, but I think a better comparison is with
Nicholas II, 300 years later. At the turn of the twentieth century it was Tsar Nicholas who broke a
window through to Asia. It was he who built the Trans-Siberian railway, settled millions of Russian
peasants in Siberia and built up links with Korea, Japan, China and Thailand.

True, his policy was thwarted by the British who had armed Japan to the teeth, building its
dreadnoughts, which duly and treacherously attacked the Russian fleet in Port Arthur in 1904, just as
Britain (and the US) had hoped. Thirty-seven years later the US got their just desserts at Pearl
Harbour, when the Japanese repeated the same lesson. And the British got their just desserts three
months later in 1942, when the greatest British military disaster in history took place. 80,000 troops
surrendered in humiliation to the ’Asiatic and primitive’ Japanese. And that led to the end of the British
Empire in Asia just a few years later.

Surely President Putin has now completed the Russian breakthrough into Asia? Today his Russia is
allied with China and Iran, India, Indonesia, Turkey, North Korea, and much of the rest of Asia stands
behind him. Has President Putin not learned from history, thus enabling him to complete the work
begun five generations before?

The Future

The American Empire is truly a giant, but truly with feet of clay. The Empire is all based on the virtual
reality of Psyops, not on reality. And the real rock of Russia is hitting the giant. And this how the New
World Order is being born. It means the gradual end of the American Empire and all the fakes and
clubs dependent on it, the UN, NATO, the EU, the IMF, the World Bank, the G7 and the G20, of which
latter it has already lost control. They are all being destroyed by the Ukraine, which is the giant’s feet of
clay.

Tsar Nicholas II founded the Tran-Siberian Railway, which connects Moscow to Beijing in six days. It is
the symbolic foundation of the real New World Order, which will run from Beijing to Moscow, including
Tehran and New Delhi, and reach Berlin. For Berlin is the real capital of Europe, and not the overgrown
village of Brussels. When the Beijing-Moscow-Berlin axis is formed, even the UK, its absurd anti-
English British Establishment by then deposed, will want to join it.
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In order to survive, that is to join the multipolar New World Order of the seven billion, the Great Rest,
the tiny west, the one billion remaining, will have to eat humble pie. It has already started. The New
World Order will be global, but not globalist, imperial, but not imperialist, just, but not woke, based on
values that are traditional and universal and human. If I may quote from that great speech of President
Putin, made on of 30 September this year, these are the values:

The battlefield to which destiny and history have called us is a battlefield for our people…for
the great historical Russia, for future generations, our children, grandchildren and great-
grandchildren. We must protect them against enslavement and monstrous experiments that
are designed to cripple their minds and souls….Today, we need a consolidated society, and
this consolidation can only be based on sovereignty, freedom, creation, and justice. 
Our values ??are humanity, mercy and compassion.

By Batiushka for the Saker blog
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